Technology: driving true
stewardship of the balance sheet
As banks look to strengthen the balance sheet, refinance debt and
improve the quality and management of short and long term funding,
the role of the treasurer will be critical for success.
However, the treasurer will need the support of a comprehensive technology
platform that provides access to the wealth of information and analysis
that is required to protect the bank.
What does such a technology platform look like? It has multiple dimensions,
all of which must be seamlessly integrated to provide the full picture and
functionality that a true steward of the balance sheet requires.
OPERATIONS

ASSURE LIQUIDITY

Front-office

Decision support for:

●●Trade capture
●●Pricing, position
●●P&L
●●What-if
●●Market connectivity
●●Limit checking

●●Cash & liquidity

management
●●Scenarios
●●Liquidity risk
●●Collateral management
●●Collateral
optimization

Middle-office

ASSURE SOLVENCY

●●Credit limit compliance

PROTECT REVENUE

SERVE CUSTOMERS

●●Term transformation
●●P&L
●●Mark to market

●●Customer service
●●Transaction capture
●●Fiduciary services
●●Customer money market
flow

Control of

●●Breach management
●●Monitoring
●●Control
●●Audit

●●Liquidity risk

Management
●●Liquidity risk simulations

Back-office

●●Regulatory capital
●●Credit policy
●●Curve management
●●Market risk
●●FRTB

●●Balance sheet
●●Management/overlay
●●Term mismatch
●●ALM simulations
●●Hedging / overlay
●●NII simulations
●●Hedging strategies
●●Overlay strategies

●●Limit management
●●Margin management
●●Security lending/

●●Capital management
●●Compliance
●●Regulatory reporting

●●Hedge accounting
●●Cash flow & fair value

●●Payment investigation
●●Cost reduction
●●Customer pre-advice

borrowing

Execution of

●●Settlement
●●Security
●●Static data management
●●Reporting
●●Exceptions
●●Workflow
●●General ledger

●●Nostro reconciliation
●●Real-time gross
Settlement

●●Payments

hedges

●●Settlements

Data Management
Validation

Audit

Consolidation

Connectivity

Enrichment

Transformation

Reconcilliation

How can I leverage treasury technology
in the cloud?
Treasury technology is key to helping banks act as stewards of the
balance sheet. While treasurers might recognize the value that
sophisticated treasury technology can offer, they may lack in-house
skills or find it difficult to dedicate resources and budgets to maintaining
technology solutions in line with industry best practice. By levering
treasury technology in a secure, private cloud model with managed
services wrapped around it, banks can focus on acting as the stewards
of the balance sheet while the technology vendor manages the rest.

How can you benefit from a comprehensive
treasury management system?
Ambit Treasury Management provides a common operating model and
architecture across treasury operations to help banks stay ahead of
market developments and manage volatility, instrument complexity, and
financial innovation.
It also helps banks ensure regulatory compliance in terms of
implementing sound market practices across the treasury organization
and avoidance of operational losses.
With Ambit Treasury Management, banks can improve transparency
across clients, instruments and processes and easily operationalize
hedging strategies against noises. Furthermore, Ambit Treasury
Management helps banks overcome organizational challenges by
ensuring a high degree of automation that reduces the impact of
organizational change on treasury revenue.
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